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We consider the problem of finding a minimum weight basis in a matroid satisfying 
additional conditions which can be described as follows: each element of the matroid is 
assigned a colour and feasible bases can use at most a prescribed number of elements from 
each colour. This problem is a special case of weighted matroid intersection. We provide an 
algorithm for this problem which improves general matroid intersection algorithms by 
exploiting the simple structure of the side constraints. 
A number of problems arising in operations research can be formulated as 
finding a minimum cost basis of a matroid (see e.g. [6]). In practice however one 
might have to impose a number of side restrictions 02 the solution. Let 
M = (E, J) be a matroid, let E be partitioned into sets Rip i = 1,2, . . . , r, i.e. 
E=RJJ l 4JR,andletl=(lI,~~,...,I,)~Z~. Forabasis we consider si 
constraints of the following type. 
jBnRi]sli for i=l,2,...,r. (I) 
If B fulfills condition (1) we say that B satisfies 1. 
For a given cost function c : E+ Z we define the multi-colour matroid 
optimization problem as the problem of finding a minimum cost basis sati 
the inequalities (1) (if it exists). 
Applications of this problem include: 
- Find a minimum spanning tree in a communications e 
junctions (forming a stable set in the network) 
- Given a numbe 
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intersection of the matroid and the partition mat induced by the Ri’s and 
li’s. Hence it can be solved using the standard algo for weighted matroid 
e.g. [I, 61). Those methods ap the above problem 
exploit the special structure of th ion matroid involved. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a direct algo m for the multi-colour 
matroid optimization problem. 
It should be noted that the special case P treated by Gusfield (see 
[4]) and Gabow and Tarjan (see [2]) very thoroughly. 
ic ie 
Throughout his paper we will assume familiarity h the basic notions of 
matroid theory (see e.g. [7]), graph theory and comb torial optimization (see 
e.g. [5] or [6]). 
The algorithm proceeds in tw4> stzges: 
- In a preprocessing phase Y~L; %dd a minimum cost basis B of M, without 
taking the side restrictions (1) into account. 
- In the main part we generate a sequence of bases, starting with B, such that 
the number of elements violating (‘) strictly de ases; thus yielding an 
optimum solution to the multi-colour matroid mization problem, or 
finding that none exists. 
We first need a number of definitions. Let B be a basis of M, for e E E\ B we 
denote the fundamental circuit induced by e as C(B, e). For i, j :-= 1,2, . * e 9 P let 
dij :=min{c(e)-c(f):e~ Ri\B, f EC(B, e)n R,}, 
where dq : = 00, if the minimum has to be taken over the empty set. 
From now on we assume that B is a minimum cost basis with respect o c. (In 
this case we have dii 3 0 for all i, j.) We cons&u an auxiliary uetwork 
M = (R, F) with respect o B and c by defining 
R:={R1,R,,...,R,} 
and 
(Rip Rj) E F if and only if dii < a~. 
An ed Rj) has length dij. The set { Ri : IB f7 will be the sources 
and (Ri : iI > li} will be the sinks of the networ ote that edges leading 
out of a sink, and edges leading into a source are sup s.) For a node Ri E R 
let iii be the length of the shortest path from a source to Ri. Then the &‘s have 
the following properties: 
ili 2 0, ili s Aj + dji for all j. (2) 
as ows: 
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Let H’ = (R, F’) be the auxiliary network with respe and c’. Since 
(Rip Rj) E Fa(Ri, Rj) F’ we have F=F’. m the definition of 
that di = do + li - Aj. y (2) it follows that 0 which implies tha 
minimal cost with respect o c’. 
Let W z [Rio, Ri,, . . . , Re] IX a shortest source-sink path in H’ with a 
minimum number of edges. By definition of c’ we have on W 
d! - =c’(q)-c’(yI)=O for I= 1,2,. . . , k. 4- 10 
We denote as swap set for B the set {(x1, yJ : I = 1,2, . . . , k}. 
(3) 
I. Let (Xi, yi) and (xi, yj) be TWO elements of the swap set for 
xi, pi $ B, yi E C(B, Xi), yj E C(B, Xi) and c’(Xi) = C’(yi) and c’(Xj) = c’(yj)) then if 
c’(yi) = c’(yj) and i >i we have yi $ C(B, Xi). 
Proof. By contradiction assume that yi E C(B, Xl). This implies (xi, yi) is a 
feasible exchange pair for B such that C ‘(Xj) = C’( yi). Thus replacing 
(xi, Yj)(xi+ls Yj-bl ) l . -9 (Xi, Yi) by (Xi, yi) again gives a shortest path with strictly 
fewer edges than W. This contradicts the minimality of W. Cl 
Lemma 2 (see also Lemma 2 of [l]). Let {(xl, yl) : I = 1,2, . . . , k} be a swap set 
forB. Then B’:=BU{xl,x2 ,_.., xk}\{yI,y2 ,..., yk) ikaminimlumcostbasid 
with respect to c ‘. 
Proof. Obviously, we have c’(B’) = c’(B). We thus only have to show that B’ is 
a basis. We prove this by induction over the number Ire of exchange pairs. For 
k = 1 this is trivially true. Hence let k > 1. If there is an i such that for all j # i 
yi $ C(B, Xj) then the theorem is proved. 
Let yi be the lexicographic maximum of all (C’(yj), j), that is either c’(n) > 
c’(yj) ~r C'(yi) =d(Yi) and i > j. Assume that for some j #i, yi E C(B, xi). Then 
by optimal&y of B we have c’(Yi) CC‘(X~) and by (3) we get C’(yj) 2 C’(n). Sinw 
yi is the lexicographic maximum C‘( yi) = C ‘( yj) has to hold. With Lemma 1 this 
implies i <j. This contradicts the choice of yi. Cl 
We change the costs with each iteration of the algorithm. 
optimal with respect o the new costs. The next le 
bases are in fact also optimal for c with regard to the 
resent bases are 
For given c let c‘ be 
minimum cost basis of 
is also min 
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But c’(B) = c(B) + C riwi and c’(B’) = c(B’) + c riw+ Hence c(B) - c(B’) G 
U r; - ri)Wi s 0. 0 
We are mow ready to state the algorithm explicitly. 
Input: A matroid = (E, J) given by an oracle (which for a basis B and an 
element e E E\ B determines C(B, e)), a partition E = RI U 9 9 l U R.., 
positive integers II, . . . , lr and a cost function c. 
Output: A minimum cost basis B satisfying IB fl Ril s li or the information that 
none exists. 
a minimum cost basis B of A4 with respect o c; 
i~{1,2,...,r}dOsi:~IBnRil; 
here is an i such that Si > li do 
i&(1,2 ,..., t}do 
dij :=min{c(e) -c(f):e E Ri\B,f E C(B, e) fIRi}; 
construct the auxiliary network I?; 
if no source-sink path in H exists then stop; 
solution exists} 
find a shortest path from a source to i; 
ngth of the s?zDrtest path to i; 
c(e):=c(e) + A,; 
let = (Rio, &I, l l l , Rik) be a shortest source-sink path using minimum 
number of edges; 
let {(q, yl) : 1 = 1,2, . . . , k} be the swap set corresponding to W; 
u {Xl, x2, . . . ) X {YIP Y2, l l . 9 Ykh 
i E {I, 2, . . . , t) si:=(R I? Ri(; 
1 correctly solwes the mulholour matroid optimization 
)(I ) is the 
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If no feasible solutio n it is a simple consequence of the basis 
exchange property r matroids that at a certain stage of the algorit 
source-sink path in 
Each execution of the while-loop preserves the following properties: First, let 
x1 be in & and yk be in & then all Si are left unaltered, except for s, and sb which 
have been increased and decreased by one, respectively. Secondly, it is a 
consequence of Emma 2 that B U {xl, . l l , xk} \ {y#, . . . , yk} is again a basis. 
Moreover, by Lemma 3, each basis B generated is optimu 
(B U &I = si. This settles the correctness of Algorithm 1. 
The computation of the dii takes time O(]E] C(M)). The constn;ction of 
finding a shortest path in H takes O(r*) steps. Since the while-loop is executed at 
most rank,(E) times, the claimed complexity follows. D 
4. Comdudiag renn 
For two bases B and B’ of M let d(B, B’):= IB\B’I be the distance between 
and B’. d(B, B’) is the minimum number of elementary exchanges needed to 
transform B into B’, Gabow and Tarjan [2, Theorem 3.11 show that if the ground 
set E is partitioned into two sets (i.e. r = 2) then there exist optimal bases B and 
B’ satisfying I = (II, 12) and 1’ = (II + 1, II - 1) such that d(B, B’) = 1 
that there exist feasible bases for l and 6’ at all. Lemma 2 shows that a similar 
property holds also in the general case r > 2. 
For given c let B be of minimum cost such that IB n Z?il= li, i = 1, . . . , r. 
Suppose i,jE{f,..., t}, i#j and let I=&, . . . , I,), I’ = (I;, . . . , l;) where 
1; = lk k $ {i, j}, Li = li + 1, 1; = l’ - 1 and assume that there are bases atisfying I 
and 1’. Then we get th:: ;(bllowing. 
Co!&fary 1. For given e there exists an optimal basis B satisfying 1 and an optimal 
basis B’ satisfying I’ such that d(B, B’) s t - 1. 
Roof. Apply Algorithm I to c and I’ using B as minimum cost basis for c. en a 
shortest path in the auxiliary network has at st r - 1 edges since dii 3 0 an 
immediately ields a swap set to get an optim ’ satisfying I’. Cl 
Note that the bound in Corollary 1 is tight in the sense that one can easily 
construct examples where exactly r - I. swaps are necessary to tra 
bases. 
intersection proposed 
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eved by exploiting the simple structure of the partition matroid defined 
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